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Abstract

In the perspective of a European collaboration for a continuous wave electron
accelerator in the 15-30 GeV energy range, we present the first ideas and numerical simulations
on the most important and original aspects of this project. We emphasize the role that the
nucleus can play in unravelling the quark dynamics at low and intermediate energies.

GENERAL SPIRIT

Detailed long-range plans for nuclear physics have recently been prepared in several
European countries. They form the basis of an in-depth analysis of general trends and priorities
showing that unravelling hadronic structure at the fundamental level and establishing its
connection to nuclear physics are among the crucial issues.

The nature of the strong interaction is understood and there exists in Quantum
ChromoDynamics (QCD) a basic theoretical framework for its description. On the experimental
side however, it is difficult to imagine one single experiment to understand its most original
regime, i.e. the non-perturbative regime of hadrons and nuclei. The many facets under which
QCD appears at low and medium energies have to be understood at the same time: one is not
looking for new particles. In this respect, this study is similar, in spirit, to the study of the
microscopic structure of nuclei: there is not a single experiment to understand how nuclei are
build up from nucléons and pions!
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Why nuclear physicists are interested by such a project? To understand this, let us recall
the historical developments in the microscopic description of nuclear structure. The derivation
of effective interactions in nuclei has shown that their density dependence, non-locality, and
spin-orbit component are strong. With the advent of many-body techniques, phenomenological
nucleon-nucleon potentials have been deduced in order to understand these features. As a first
consequence, many-body forces appear to be essential to describe the saturation properties of
nuclear matter. All these aspects have been synthetized with the use of nucléons and pions as
relevant physical degrees of freedom in nuclei. Realistic nucleon-nucleon potentials, meson-
exchange currents, and three-body forces are now understood in terms of these degrees of
freedom. All these notions trace back in fact to two important properties of the underlying
theory of the strong interactions: the confinement of colour degrees of freedom (quarks and
gluons), and the spontaneous breackdown of chiral symetry in the physical vacuum. Such
properties have received much attention during the last past years in the search for
deconfinernent transition and restoration of chiral symetry at high density and/or temperature.
We have now to face the understanding of these crucial properties at low and medium energies.

The questions one has to solve are of course very difficult, and this may be the reason
why progress in this domain is very slow. Not much can be learned from "global" experi-
ments, i.e. experiments which do not give access to the appropriate scale. This may be compa-
red with the impact that bubble chamber experiments had in the identification of processes at
the scale of a few centimeters. One is now looking for a medium to reveal quark dyna-mics at
the scale of a few fermis! This scale is precisely the size of a nucleus. The present challenge,
both for theorists and experimentalists, is to learn how one can use the nucleus as a detector!

PHYSICS PROGRAM

The many facets of QCD can appear in two different ways, which can be characterized
by the following questions:

i) How do colourless configurations of valence quarks form? This refers more
generally to the study of the hadronic wave function. This aspect will be illustrated by "colour
transparency" experiments.

U) How can a (coloured) quark escape from a hadron? This aspect is illustrated by the
study of hadronization and, for inclusive measurements, by deep inelastic scattering
experiments.

These two aspects can be investigated from three different points of view. First of all, it
is necessary to know the elementary processes. As examples related to the first aspect, we can
mention the study of baryon resonances at high momentum transfer, and the study of weak
neutral form factors to directly measure the strangeness content of the nucléon. Both examples
will be already investigated at CEBAF, but may reveal new informations at higher momentum
transfer: many important resonances appear only beyond CEBAF capabilities (the Roper
resonance for instance), and the asymétries in parity-violating experiments to measure the weak
neutral form factors of the nucléon increase with Q2. The study of fragmentation functions in
free space, or the determination of parton distribution functions are simple examples related to
the second aspect. This latter program has been investigated for many years.

The second point of view is rather fashionable to day. It concerns the modification of



hadron properties (masses and radii for instance) in the medium. The typical experiment is of

course the study of parton distribution functions in nuclei (the well-known "EMC effect").

This program can be extended to the study of baryon resonances, and meson properties in the

nuclear medium. It is not yet clear how to extract original informations on the structure of QCD

from these experiments. They may just reveal the fact that the nucleus is not made up of free

nucléons. This is already known from the study of the microscopic structure of the nucleus in

terms of mesonic degrees of freedom. New experiments may concentrate on x>l structure

functions, i.e. in a kinematical region vorbbiden in free space.

The third, and most important point of view to our mind, is the use of the nucleus as a

detector, as we already emphasized in the introduction. Two examples will be developed in the

next section. We refer the reader to ref.[ 1 ] for more details.

Such an ambitious program necessitates of course quite new experimental tools. As far

as the luminosity is concerned, i.e. the ability to measure very small cross-sections, the most

important parameter for fixed target experiments is the intensity of the electron beam. With the

new technological developments, the maximum ("peak") intensity that the detectors can handle

could be increased by a factor of 10 to 100 compared to what has been done up to now in this

energy range. For all coincidence experiments however, the maximum intensity has to be limi-

ted in order to reduce the fortuitous over real events ratio. To increase the luminosity, one has

therefore to increase the averaged intensity, i.e. the duty cycle: the fortuitous over real events

ratio is inversely proportional to the duty cycle. It is thus essential to have a duty cycle as close

to one as possible. At present, the available accelerators are of two kinds. For fixed target

experiments at SLAC, (Ee=22 GeV) the luminosity can be rather high (of the order of 1036),

but with a very low duty cycle (2 104), which prevents any coïncidence experiments to use the

maximum luminosity. On the other hand, experiments could be performed on storage rings (at

HERA for instance with the 30 GeV electron beam), with a duty cycle close to one. However,

the use of internal gaz target of rather low density, which is necessary to preserve the quality of

the electron beam, limits the luminosity to about 1031IO-12. Combining a high duty cycle with

high luminosities, one can gain a factor of 104 to 106 for coincidence experiments. It is easy to

realize that such a jump in the luminosity really opens up a new field of research.

The development of polarized electron sources which can provide polarization higher

than 80 % opens also a new domain of investigation. The study of baryon resonances,

electroweak processes, and "colour transparency" for instance will gain a lot with polarization

degrees of freedom. As we shall see in the next section, going to high energy is necessary to

excite a new flavor degree of freedom: charm. Finally, and following the pionering work done

at SLAC, such facility may provide a Ko beam of very high quality.

SELECTED TOPICS

!-"Colour transparency" et al.

La) "Colour transparency"

"Colour transparency" is an original phenomenon predicted some years ago by S. Brodsky and

A.Miiller [2|. In the case of interest for this project, this notion refers to quasi-elastic scattering

off a nucléon in the nucleus at high momentum transfer. The typical momenta involved in these

experiments range from 5 to 15 [GeV/cp. What happens at high momentum transfer as



compared for instance to quasi-elastic scattering at 0.2-1 [GeV/cl2 ? Two different processes are
of importance here. At the electromagnetic coupling (see Fig.l) first of all, the high momentum
Q transferred to the individual quark in the nucléon has to be equally splitted among the three
valence quarks to end up with a nucléon in the final state. As a result of this naive argument,
the transverse size of the nucléon configuration which is probed by the photon is of the order
of 1/Q. The second equally important aspect is related to the subsequent propagation, in the
nucleus, of the proton configuration selected by the photon. This propagation is represented by
the dashed area in Fig.l. Since one demands to recover a nucléon in the detector far away from
the nucleus (quasi-elastic scattering), and since the elastic cross-section is proportional to the
transverse size squared of the object (dipole moment for a colourless object), the only
configurations which can survive at high momentum transfer are precisely those of small
transverse size. Eventhough the selection of the small component of the nucléon wave function
by the photon is not efficient enough, the nucleus acts first as -à filter of these components. The
cross-section of quasi-elastic scattering in the nucleus, as compared to elastic scattering on a
free nucléon, i.e. the factor T given by

o[eA-»e'N(A-l)]
T=

Za[ep-»e'p']
should therefore go to one when the momentum transfer increases. This is the so-called
"colour transparency" effect. At small Q2, T is of the order of 0.5, as given for instance by a
Glauber type calculation. At high momentum transfer, the cross-section of the pointlike
configuration ("minihadron") is small so that the nucleus is transparent and the T factor goes to
one. As a function of the nucleus mass number A, one should see a decrease of T for large
nucleus at moderate Q2, while at high Q2 the T function should be rather independent of A.

A - 1

Figure I : Quasi elastic scattering off a
nucléon in the nucleus, and subsequent
propagation in the residual nucleus.

Starting with the following decomposition of the nucléon wave function

IN> = Z0 lqqq> + Z1 lqqqqq> + Z2 lqqqg> + - (

"colour transparency" selects the small component of the wave function, i.e. in first
approximation Z0 lqqq> since the other components are damped by at least one power of the
strong coupling constant ocs which is small at high momentum transfer. In the detector of
course the nucléon has recovered its physical size back. The evolution of the nucléon wave
function from its pointlike component to its physical size corresponds therefore to the transition
from the well defined and calculable perturbative component to the full intrincacy of the non-
perturbative nucléon wave function. The nucleus acts in this case as an analizer of the
evolution.



This process has an important consequence for the design of the accelerator and
detectors. Since we ask for quasi-elastic scattering off a nucléon in the nucleus, the energy
(and momentum) resolution nf the beam (and detector) should be high enough, and at least
n\/2 to be able to separate the quasi-elastic peak from the production of a single pion. Actually,
it is possible to do much better! Since "colour transparency" affects the rescattering of the
nucléon in the nucleus, it is essential to separate the events which correspond to no-rescattering
from the ones which correspond to one rescattering. The behavior of both contributions as a
function of Q2 should reveal "colour transparency" in a very precise way. We show in Fig.2
three different simulations, corresponding to three different resolutions for the beam energy
('VE) and detector resolution (O1Zp), assuming for simplicity no Q2 dependence of the cross-
sections.
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Figure 2: Importance of the resolution to
disantangle quasi-elastic scattering with no rescat-
tering in the final state from the contribution with
a single rescattering (dashed area,from ref.[3J). The
function shown here is the missing mass spectrum
in 4nCa in arbitrary units.

(MeV)

The first figure (a) corresponds to the characteristics of the SLAC experiment NEl 8

[4], while the two others correspond to typical resolutions one can think of for new detectors

and machine. It is clear from these figures that a resolution of about 5 104, both in the energy

of the electron beam and in the momentum of the detector, would be enough to disantangle the

various processes and would give access to the full physics.

There is a whole set of experiments that can be attached to these ideas. We list here the

most important ones

* Quasi-elastic scattering with a polarized beam,

* Electroproduction of 7t and A,

* Exclusive virtual Compton scattering,

* .1/1F, 1F' and % electroproduction.

We will only discuss briefly the last two processes.



Lb) Exclusive Virtual Comptait Scattering

Exclusive virtual Compton scattering differs from the quasi-elastic process indicated in Fig. 1
only by the fact that we demand in addition a real photon in the final state, with a given energy
CO. This real photon is emitted by the outgoing proton which has been hit by the virtual incident
photon. In the case of virtual Compton scattering on a free nucléon, the same scaling laws as
for the electromagnetic form factors hold. Therefore, the same arguments of colour
transparency should also hold.

However, the main difference lies in the fact that the outgoing photon takes away an
energy co, and thus one can completely separate the kinematical conditions at the initial
electromagnetic vertex (quasi-elastic kinematics), from the kinematics of the outgoing proton.
There is of course a price to pay, and this is in the counting rates. This process is down by a
factor a compared to quasi-elastic scattering because of the coupling to the outgoing photon.
Detailed simulations are thus necessary to decide the faisability of this experiment [51.

Lc)JI1F, 1F and % electroproduction

This part of the program illustrates the use of the charm degree of freedom in such processes.
It can be related to "colour transparency" arguments by two different aspects:

* Production mechanism and selection of pointlike components by hard gluon exchange,
* Propagation of a cc pair in the nuclear medium and formation of a bound state.

Note that the use of spin observables can be of great help to disantangle the different
production mechanisms. This process is also important to set the energy scale. We show in
Fig.3 the JPV production rate as a function of its transverse momentum, with two different
choices of the incident electron beam energy and for a luminosity of 1037 nucleons/cm2/s.
While the counting rates at 15 GeV are sufficient to start doing physics, they are much more
comfortable at 20 GeV, and extend to much higher transverse momentum.
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Figure 3 : Production rale of J/ V at 15 and
20 GeV as a function of the transverse
momentum squared [7]. This illustrates the
fact that near threshold the phase space
varies rapidly with the energy.

2-Hadronization et al.

When a quark is kicked out from a nucléon, a colour string develops between this quark and
the diquark remaining in the target nucléon. Due to the confinement of the colour electric and
magnetic fields, this string has a given transverse size of the order of lfm. The energy which



nucleus

hadrons

colour string

Figure 4 : Cartoon indicating the use of the
nucleus to access to the colour string in the
hadronization process.

can be stored in the string is thus directly proportional to the length of the colour string, the
scale being given by the energy density per unit length, of the order of 1 GeV/fm. The
characteristic length of the flux tube, before it breaks and produces hadrons in the final state, is
therefore L=V [fm /GeV], where v is the energy transferred to the quark.

Up to now, one had only "global" information on the distribution of hadrons in the final
state. These are the so-called fragmentation functions which give the distribution of hadrons as
a function of their nature (flavor degree of freedom), and the kinematical variables
Q2.v,pT

2,y=EhA' • The properties of the colour string are almost unknown from a quantitative
point of view. To have access to these properties, it is necessary to analyse the process at a
scale of a few fermis. We represent in Fig.4 a cartoon indicating how the nucleus indeed can
serve as a detector to give access to this domain. At very high energy (Fig.4 bottom), the
colour string develops far away from the nucleus. The process is therefore almost tranparent to
the size of the nucleus. On the other hand, if we adjust the size of the colour string to the size
of the nucleus (Fig.4 top) by varying v and A, the process can develop inside the nucleus.
Looking at the attenuation of the produced hadrons as a function of v and the size of the
nucleus, one can for instance have some indication on two important properties of the

150 200
v [GeV]

Figure 5: Attenuation of hadrons
produced on a Cupper target as
compared to a deuleron target. The data
are taken from ref/IO]. The line is
drawn to guide the eyes.



colour string: its exact length, and its cross-section in the medium, or in other words the cross-
section of a quark travelling inside a nucleus [8].

These qualitative arguments are in fact confirmed experimentally |9). We have indicated
in Fig.5 the ratio of leading hadrons produced on a Cupper target with respect to a deuteron
target, as a function of the transferred energy. As expected, the attenuation is very strong for
small energy transfer Cv<30 GeV), i.e. in a region where the colour string develops mainly
inside the nucleus. These data are the first indications that the idea of using the nucleus as a
detector can indeed be useful. Howevei, to extract more precise information, and have now a
quantitative understanding of the underlying processes, it is necessary to have precise data as a
function of the various variables at our disposal: Q2,v,p1

2,y and A, using in addition flavor
degrees of freedom (strangeness and charm production).

The design of a large solid angle detector is here necessary to detect all particles in the
final state. First simulations show that about 107 particles are produced per second at an
incident electron beam of 15 GeV, mainly protons, charged pions and photons coming from the
decay of neutral pions [11]. This rate is reasonable, and almost three orders of magnitude
smaller than what is expected for the LHC experimental program.

PERSPECTIVES

The idea of using the nucleus as a detector at a scale of a few fermis is certainly
challenging for both theorists and experimentalists. The various aspects presented above are
certainly very qualitative and need to be precise in the near future. However, the first ideas
serve already as a strong motivation to go further.
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